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Patched blue jeans on the roadside
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Were there really hippies in socialist
Hungary, or was it only some kind of
mimicry of the West? How did beat
sounds reach people through the Radio
Free Europe the transmissions of
which were always jammed? How did
beat take root during the Kádár Era?
How did the regime overpower rebellious generations? What did rock and
roll, beat and the popular music of
defiance mean to post-war film-makers?
Gábor Beretvás answers these questions
while exploring the feature and documentary films of the era.

time through censorship and frequent
interventions into the editing process.
Taboo issues were related to the ruling
power of the Party, the Soviet Union,
the 1956 revolution and to János
Kádár’s person. The invisible censorship was exerted by the central Party
structures, but also by the regional
party commitees and the secret police.
The author of the article was at the
debut of his career a referent in the
Ministry of Culture, responsible among
other issues for the literary magazine
Tiszatáj from Szeged. He presents three
cases of political intervention into the
editing proces of Tiszatáj: the case of
the “Polish issue” (1981), a case of a
Romanian nationalist attack (1982)
and the case when the publication was
banned (1986).
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The Hungarian cultural policies of the
Kádár Era were determined by the
triple strategy of fostering, forbearing
and forbidding. The first two categories included artworks and texts of a
communist or socialist realist orientation or the ones that were considered
to comply with this line, while the
forbidden works were seen as either
anti-socialist, anti-communist, nationalist or oriented against the leading
communist Party. In the public sphere
that can be described as a restricted,
controlled and regulated sphere, literary magazines were controlled all the
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Hilltop. Hippies on contemporary
movies and TV series
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The aim of my paper is to present the
role and the meaning of the hippies in
contemporary social imaginaries via
some examples taken from mainstream
movies and television series created
after 2010. Based on the methodology
of social representations five main
thematic areas of the hippie imaginary
are presented following the hypothesis
that after the seventies the counterculture turned into an element of capitalist consumerism. The article concludes
on a short analysis of the hippie motifs
from the Mad Men series.

